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𝜈𝜈𝑐𝑐~150 GHz

proton trapped in Penning trap
(B-field + repulsive endplates)

Microwave transitions in “geonium”

How can we operate most AMO experiments at room temperature, without 
blackbody radiation mucking things up?
(typical ground-state hyperfine level splittings ~ GHz)
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Microwave transitions in “geonium”

One factor: less blackbody
radiation at MHz to few GHz range

Second factor: transition rate of 
scales like 𝜈𝜈3

much smaller for few GHz vs. 
150 GHz

Main reason – selection rules!
The electron is changing parity when it gets excited 
between geonium levels, hence dipole-allowed.

The transitions at these frequencies in atoms are 
typically Δ𝑙𝑙 = 0, and thus electric-dipole forbidden 
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the cesium fountain clock > maser

ΔE determines the SI second (and meter)

133Cs
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Finishing up from last time…



Hyperfine level splitting ≠ Ahfs (unless it does)

Metcalf & van der Straten, Laser Cooling and Trapping
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Lecture 6: Atoms in static (B) fields
Readings: Foot Chapter 6.3-6.4

So far:  structure native to the atom
- electrostatic interactions
- interactions of electron and nuclear spins with

(a) other spins and
(b) effective fields due to motion of charged particles

The terms 𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆−𝑂𝑂 ∝ 𝑆𝑆 � 𝐿𝐿 and 𝐻𝐻ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ∝ 𝐼𝐼 � 𝐽𝐽 reduce symmetry, break degeneracies

- For the simple hydrogen model, ignoring shielding and these terms, all 
mL, mS, and mI combos are degenerate

- Today we’ll talk about the limit of a strong B-field applied along a 
particular direction (quantization axis, �̂�𝑧), breaking the symmetry of the 
problem and choosing these quantum numbers (relating to states with 
pure, quantized angular momentum w.r.t. �̂�𝑧)



The Zeeman effect

Foot

Normal Zeeman effect

Sodium D1 in weak fields
(anomalous Zeeman effect)



L� 𝑆𝑆 coupling – how high is high?

Metcalf & van der Straten, Laser Cooling and Trapping



Low-field splitting
Lamb shift measurement – 2S1/2 2P3/2



Metcalf & van der Straten, Laser Cooling and Trapping
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I�J coupling – how high is high?

rubidium-87, 6.8 GHz splitting

Note that that the magnetic moment actually depends on the field:
- it can become zero, change signs, etc. as low-field states become mixed B
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I�J coupling – how high is high?

Michael Gehmlithium-6, 150 MHz splitting

high field happens at much lower fields, ~ tens of G



I�J coupling – how high is high?

Daniel Steckrubidium-87  P3/2 states, ~84 MHz splitting



Looking ahead: Atoms in static (E) fields

The dc Stark effect
interaction of electron with static E-field mixes states of opposite
parity (s-p, p-d, etc.)

This effect induces a dipole moment, leading to a charge asymmetry, and 
leads to the formation of things like bonding orbitals when the “field” 
applied is actually just due to the presence of a nearby atom
(as in molecules and in solids)

The dc Stark effect isn’t so crucial to most experiments, as the typical neutral 
atom is pretty hard to polarize (need ~ GV/cm fields). This can be important for 
Rydberg atoms and molecules, and in quenching metastable states

This small mixing will be really important to our discussion of electric 
dipole transitions



Added reading, controlling ΔE(B)
Clock state spectroscopy Ketterle group,

Gretchen Campbell
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